
local chains for social coordination

Built on holochain



Web3 from the bottom up

P2P, trust-based, social, local 
consent

DAO tools, formal 
decision-making, tokenomics

Global consensus, 
trustless, DeFi

Neighbourhoods 



Imagining Local Stacks

Computation Storage People Purposes Culture

Peer-validated 
social data, in 
accord with 
community 
defined 
application 
logic  

One 
network 
space per 
community, 
with data 
portability 
options

Invite-only by 
default; good 
for high trust 
environments

Start with a 
blank canvas 
and choose 
the apps you 
put in your 
space - don’t 
do stuff cause 
Facebook 
thinks that’s 
what groups 
‘do’

Easy to read 
data vis. and 
participatory 
processes make 
it possible to 
define and 
improve group 
culture 



Custom 
community 

spaces

The 
Neighbourhoods 

Framework

The NH 
Foundation’s 

Software Bazaar 

powered by supported by

Groups create Neighbourhoods maintains Ecosystem grows



Custom Community Spaces 

* Store and compute data 
locally, per community

* Add and customize apps

* Choose algorithms 
without coding 

know-how

* Crowdfund new apps 



The Neighbourhoods Framework

Use generic 
tools 

Define specific 
culture



Select Basic Tools



Design & Record Social Data for these Tools



Even Algorithms!

Recent, most liked posts 
with less than 5 flags

Dimension

Freshness

hours

Assessments

Like & Flag

Threshold

Flagged

<

5

1h  13

2h  20

3h  18

 1

 0

1h  9 6

 2
/

13

10

9

6



Make them Visible in Dashboards



Sensemaking as a paradigm 
of  social coordination

Resource 
assessment

Collective 
content 
curation

Light feed 
moderation

tools

Casual 
decision-making



Web3 from the bottom up

P2P, trust-based, social, local 
consent

DAO tools, formal 
decision-making, tokenomics

Global consensus, 
trustless, DeFi

Neighbourhoods 



Pilot Communities

DAO: use NH-generated 
social data to configure better 
on-chain governance processes

DAO
Web3 voting and 

crypto infrastructure

Applet issue 
prioritization 

Applet
tracking hours 
volunteered in 

local community

Applet
p2p lending for 

members based on 
badges

Sensemaker



Pilot Communities

Local gardening 
Community

Climate-accounting 
module to translate 

net carbon impact of 
the community’s work

Weighted voting 
Based on hours 

contributed in garden 
+ positive validation 
received for articles 

Applet 
soil nutrient 

sensor readings  

Applet
tracking hours 
volunteered in 

local community

Sensemaker

Applet 
Q&A forum 
‘reddit style’ 

Local gardening 
community: aggregate 
climate-critical indicators with 
other gardens in the same 
biome





Get in touch
https://neighbourhoods.network

emaline@neighbourhoods.network

https://neighbourhoods.network

